Your patients depend on their care teams to understand their needs and act on them quickly. But for busy caregivers, responding to a barrage of incoming needs can be a challenge—and addressing them proactively can feel impossible.

Voalte® Nurse Call provides a vital lifeline connecting caregivers to patients and empowering them to meet needs with efficient workflows. Streamlined communication of patient needs, automated reminders, location tracking and much more, help automate your care environment for a patient-centric approach that's easier to manage.

FOCUS ON WHAT MATTERS MOST—YOUR PATIENTS’ SAFETY AND SATISFACTION.
STAY FOCUSED ON PATIENT SAFETY

Every patient has their own risk level that must be managed. With Voalte® Nurse Call, you can easily view your patients' risk assignments and check their safety status—any time, anywhere.

VOALTE® PATIENT SAFETY
Automatically arm bed exit alerts and be notified of patient risk based on their fall risk assignment from the EMR. Automatically suppress or cancel alerts when you are in the room to promote a quiet environment and keep the patient in focus.

AUTOMATED REMINDERS
Reduce cognitive loads with automated and on-demand reminders supporting protocols for rounding, turns, pain checks and more.

VIRTUAL ROUNDING
Monitor patient safety with real-time, unit-level dashboard views of patient information including risk assignments, active alerts and bed state.

PRIORITIZE PATIENT SATISFACTION
Improve your patients' experiences by getting the detailed information you need to meet their needs quickly and even proactively.

IMPROVE RESPONSE TIMES
Send patient calls directly to the appropriate caregivers or teams so they can respond faster.

UNDERSTAND PATIENT REQUESTS
Include more detail in patient requests so they get what they need the first time.

EMPOWER PROACTIVE CARE
Automate reminders to meet patients' needs before they even have to ask.

ONE CUSTOMER REDUCED FALLS BY 67%1
— AND FALLS WITH INJURY BY 89%1

ONE HOSPITAL REDUCED RESPONSE TIMES BY 80%2
PARTNERING WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Your technology investments should support your network and workflows, not the other way around. Voalte® Nurse Call is designed to support your unique implementation and grow along with you.

- Customizable system configuration and network design help support varying requirements across your system
- Scalable platform can meet your needs today and evolve as you do
- Standards-based integrations support compatibility with clinical systems
- Flexible room designs let you place devices where you need them
- Expert support helps reduce your operating costs and maximize your investment

GET BACK TO YOUR PATIENTS’ BEDSIDE

Give your caregivers more time to do what they love—caring for patients. With safe, efficient solutions, you can remove steps from workflows and lighten mental loads.

REAL-TIME STAFF LOCATING

Use locations to automate common tasks like call and reminder completion—removing manual steps.

REDUCE COGNITIVE LOAD

Support care team communication in fewer steps with in-room access to voice calling and staff requests.

SUPPORT CAREGIVER SAFETY

Prioritize security with one-touch staff duress alerts on badges. Route duress calls directly to your security response teams including location for a quicker response.

BEETTER TOGETHER

Unify your communications and connect your care with the power of the Voalte® Platform.

- Know your patients specific needs and respond quickly and efficiently
- Tighten integrations to help streamline your workflows
- Add-on modules to expand your implementation and capabilities

GET BACK TO YOUR PATIENTS’ BEDSIDE

AT ONE HOSPITAL, CAREGIVERS SPENT

60%³ MORE TIME AT THE BEDSIDE

30%³ MORE TIME ON DIRECT PATIENT CARE

DIG INTO YOUR DATA WITH VOALTE® ENTERPRISE REPORTING

Pre-built and custom reports offer analysis at the system or room level to help you:

- Monitor call activity and response
- Assess nurse call, bed and staff locating data in one application
- Measure performance against clinical protocols
- Set goals for workflow improvements

*Coming 2021
EXTEND A VITAL LIFELINE BETWEEN YOUR PATIENTS AND CAREGIVERS
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Contact your Hillrom representative to get started, or connect with us at hillrom.com.
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